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Introduction

M A R S H  G A L L E RY 

The Marsh Gallery is a South African company that supplies uniquely hand drawn or printed 

designer picture frames where the frame becomes the art. These unique frames are designed in 

various afro-chic patterns that will compliment a multitude of different image types that will suit 

almost everyone. These frames are unique in that they are hand drawn or printed directly onto 

natural aluminum and reflect our African culture in a sophisticated and unique way. 

They come in a variety of various design themes that are matched to specific line art drawings or 

wildlife and local photographic images as well as a choice of mirrors. 

They can be grouped by collection in singles or series of two or three frames or even a full wall.  

The frames also come in a variety of different sizes that will compliment any home, office or 

business.



Linear Diagnals Linear Gingham Linear Zigzag

Linear Thatch Linear VerticalsLinear Ethnic

The Linear Collection is a series of hand drawn patterns based on freehand lines and textures that are 
reflections of many traditional fabric designs drawn directly onto recycled natural aluminum. They have a 
loose organic feel that provides a wonderful framework to many african line drawings or black & white 
wildlife photographs.

Woodcut

Linear  Woodcut Collection



Linear Diagnals Linear Gingham Linear Zigzag

Linear Thatch Linear VerticalsLinear Ethnic

Wildlife

Linear  African Wildlife Collection

The Linear Collection is a series of hand drawn patterns based on freehand lines and textures that are 
reflections of many traditional fabric designs drawn directly onto recycled natural aluminum. They have a 
loose organic feel that provides a wonderful framework to many african line drawings or black & white 
wildlife photographs.



Natural Swirls NaturalLeaves Natural Woodcut

Natural Flower Garden Natural Modern FlowersNatural Vines

The Naturals Collection is a series of patterns and designs based on nature and natural elements like flowers, leaves and wood.

They have a slightly organic feel that is softer and more fluid than the rigid lines of the Geometric Collection.

These designs are hand drawn directly onto the aluminum sheet.

Natural  Woodcut Collection

Woodcut



Natural Flower Collection

Natural Petals Natural Leaves Natural Woodcut

Natural Flower Garden Natural Modern FlowersNatural Vines

The Naturals Collection is a series of patterns based on nature and natural elements like flowers and leaves.

They have a slightly organic feel to them that is softer and more fluid than the rigid lines of the Geometric Collection.

These designs are hand drawn directly onto the aluminum sheet.

Flower 

Linear  Woodcut Collection
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Geometric 3D Cube Geometric Adinkra Geometric Hexagon

Geometric Petals Geometric WIFIGeometric Treads

The Geometric Collection is a series of patterns formed of geometric shapes and typically repeats like a wallpaper design.

A motif, pattern, or design depicting abstract, non-representational shapes such as lines, circles, ellipses, triangles, rectangles,

and polygons are printed directly onto the aluminum and can be customised to a clients requirements and designs.

Woodcut

Geometric  Woodcut Collection



Geometric 3D Cube Geometric Adinkra Geometric Hexagon 

GeometricTreads Geometric Petals Geometric WIFI 

The Geometric Collection is a series of patterns formed of geometric shapes and typically repeats like a wallpaper 
design. A motif, pattern, or design depicting abstract, non-representational shapes such as lines, circles, ellipses, 
triangles, rectangles, and polygons are printed directly onto the aluminum and can be customised to a clients 
requirements and designs.

Mirrors

Geometric Mirror Collection



Woodlands Ferret Wildlife Tiger Wildlife Lion

woodlands Rabbit Woodlands Otter Woodlands Owl

The line drawing illustrations are realistic views of different animals either from the Woodlands Collections or the 
Wildlife Collection. They are beautifullly rendered in black and white in a plain white frame with black edging. 
Ideal for the kids room or even lounge. Choose which suits you and order. Size is 600 X 500 X 12mm

Animal Line Illustrations

Line Illustrations
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Sizes Available
400 X 400 X 12mm
500 X 500 X 12mm
600 X 500 X 12mm
600 X 600 X 12mm
600 X 800 X 12mm
800 X 800 X 12mm
1000 X 800 X 12mm




